Sir,

Sam *et al.*\[[@ref1]\] studied presumptive stressful life events (PSLEs) in 128 consecutive patients who were treated for relapse of bipolar disorder. Their study has many limitations and breaks no new ground. The principal limitation is that there was no control group. It is quite likely that many healthy people would have had PSLEs in the past month.\[[@ref2]\] Therefore, unless it is demonstrated that the clinical sample had a larger burden of PSLEs than a control sample, studying PSLEs in the clinical sample serves little purpose.

If the clinical sample did have a higher burden of PSLEs, it might merely have been because the PSLEs, recorded for the 1 month before the patient was recognized by the informants to be "obviously abnormal," may have included dependent life events that resulted from subsyndromal illness behaviors. Family and in-law conflicts and change in sleeping habits are examples of potentially dependent events. Although the authors acknowledged this as a limitation, they described no effort to exclude such dependent events from the analysis.

The authors did not have a preset hypothesis, nor did they explain for what outcome they had powered their sample size calculations. Their sample size estimation, therefore, serves no purpose. Also, if their sample size estimation was a valid exercise, then their recruitment of more patients than necessary could actually be considered unethical.

The analyses examining relationships between PSLEs and sociodemographic and clinical variables were exploratory and not hypothesis-driven; no primary outcome had *a priori* been defined. Therefore, the authors should have considered measures to protect against a Type 1 error.\[[@ref3]\]

Many of the reported PSLEs were almost certainly chronic conditions, including unemployment, conflicts with in-laws, and financial problems; therefore, a chronic medical disease in the proband should not have been set as an exclusion criterion in sample selection. Chronic illness is an important and clinically relevant stressor.

The mean interval between the PSLEs and relapse was 20 days. This number has questionable meaning because it was constrained by the study definition of "preonset" as the 1 month before relapse. Had the authors defined preonset as 6 or 8 weeks, the mean interval may have been 30 days or longer. Furthermore, how would the authors calculate an interval for patients who had more than one PSLE, and for patients who had chronic PSLEs?

Delaying the assessment of PSLEs to the time when the patient attained remission is problematic because different patients would have remitted at different rates. Though the authors acknowledged this, the recall of the occurrence and importance of the PSLEs might have varied as a function of time.

Finally, because the authors studied patients in remission and because they presented PSLE results for the full sample, do they imply that the remission rate in the "128 consecutive patients" was 100%? This is an extraordinarily high remission rate\[[@ref4]\] considering that the study population had 53 (41.4%) patients\[[@ref1]\] suffering from bipolar depression.
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